
The Fitango Health Platform 
Fitango Health knows the importance of maintaining an optimal level of health, for the healthy to the
chronically ill.  With our robust platform, you can receive daily insights into the health, engagement,
adherence, and overall risk of your population.

and risk management 

REDEFINING health analytics

Fitango Health provides you the tools needed to understand the changing health of your patient
population over time. One way we do this is by identifying and stratifying risk segmented by a patient’s
diagnoses, active conditions, age, socio-economic factors, or a combination of the aforementioned.

Predict, Then Act 
The Fitango Health AI-based Prediction
Mechanism allows you to see the likelihood of
future outcomes and determine if and when a
patient is heading into critical territory. By viewing
trends in patient-reported vital signs or
biometrics, and by setting up prediction rules, you
can project patients that may deteriorate into a
critical condition and act on it fast. 

View daily analytical reports about your
population and determine and predict the risk
level of the patients that need the most care

Identify & Alanyze Risk 

By setting risk parameters and creating specific cohorts, healthcare administrators and/or care
providers can keep a better eye on the population that needs it the most. 

Fitango Health - Analytic Studio



Build Your Own Analyric Reports 
Fitango Health allows healthcare organizations to quickly tailor their analytics for efficient and
customizable reports based off of the information and data you need the most. The Fitango Health
analytics and report builder will give you insights on: 

Platform Key Features 

White-label and customizable

Secure and HIPAA-compliant 

Highly integrated platform 

Includes telemedicine and remote-
patient monitoring 

 *HealthShare Connect is a product of

Cloud-based

Web and mobile accessible 

Open architecture with complete API 

Embedded EMR interoperability using
InterSystems HealthShare Connect*
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Medication Adherence - Medication only works when it is being taken and the Fitango Health platform
allows your organization to see the daily medication adherence of your population for fast intervention. 

Fast deployment 

Vital Signs & Biometrics - View a daily and/or weekly report of your patient's reported vital signs, such as
Blood Pressure, Pulse Rate, or Blood Glucose levels and easily set up risk parameters to quickly see a
snapshot of which patients are bordering risk. 

Weekly Engagement - Fitango Health knows how important it is to track Engagement levels. That is why
your organization can build out reports to see login activity and the overall engagement levels of your
entire population. Determine who is following their prescribed plans and who may need a bit of extra help. 

Calculated Tracker Values - View calculated reports of vital signs and biometrics from a set period of time
and decide how to present the information, by sum or average. You can also set critical alerts if a calculated
value is below a certain threshold, or above. 

Prediction Capability  - Machine learning-based technology that enables you to set up a custom time frame
to predict if/when a patient may acheive a critical biometric value or attain a higher risk level. 

Cohort Management 
The Fitango Health platform allows your organization to create custom cohorts based off of each
created report to allow you to better segment your patients and allocate resources to the populations
that need it most. And, each time you open a specific report, you can view the data based off of your
entire population or by cohorts previously created. 


